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Today’s Discussion Outline
 Delaware Law on Deal Protections

– Unocal or something else?
 Pre-Signing Deal Protections

– Exclusivity Agreements
– Standstill Agreements
 Post-Signing Deal Protections

– Compellent
 Litigation Issues
 Q&A
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Delaware Law on Deal
Protections
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Tests Potentially Applicable To Deal Protection Measures
 Business Judgment Test

– In re IXC Communications, Inc. (Del. Ch. Oct. 27, 1999)
 Unocal Test

– Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co. (Del. 1985)
– Unitrin, Inc. v. American General Corp. (Del. 1995)
 Revlon Test

– Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc. (Del. 1986)
 Other Tests

– Entire Fairness Test
– Blasius Test
– Liquidated Damages Test
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Business Judgment Test
 Default standard
 Evaluates whether decision was rational, not reasonable

– Presumes that, in making a business decision, the directors acted on an
informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that the action taken
was in the best interest of the company
– Gives “great deference” to directors’ decision
 In re IXC Communications, Inc. (Del. Ch. Oct. 27, 1999)

– “Neither the termination fee, the stock option agreements nor the nosolicitation provisions are defensive mechanisms instituted to respond to a
perceived threat to a potential acquiror”
– “In the absence of a showing of disloyalty or lack of care in agreeing to the
termination fee, these provisions are reviewable as business judgments
and are, thus, granted deference”
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Unocal Test
 Triggered by the adoption of “defensive measures”
 Evaluates:

– Whether the board had reasonable grounds for believing that a danger to
corporate policy and effectiveness existed;
– Whether the board’s response to the threat was coercive, preclusive or
beyond a range of reasonableness
 Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co. (Del. 1985)

– “Because of the omnipresent specter that a board may be acting primarily
in its own interests, rather than those of the corporation and its
shareholders, there is an enhanced duty which calls for judicial
examination at the threshold before the protections of the business
judgment rule may be conferred.”
– Directors must bear the burden of demonstrating that they satisfied the
Unocal test.
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Revlon Test (The Trigger)
 Revlon applies:
– (1) when a corporation initiates an active bidding process seeking
to sell itself or to effect a business reorganization involving a clear
break-up of the company…;
– (2) where, in response to a bidder’s offer, a target abandons its
long-term strategy and seeks an alternative transaction involving
the breakup of the company; or
– (3) when approval of a transaction results in a sale or change of
control.”
In re Santa Fe Pac. Corp. S’holder Litig., 669 A.2d 59, 71 (Del. 1995).
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Revlon Test (The Trigger Continued)
 What constitutes a “change in control”?

 Paramount Communications v. QVC Network, 637 A.2d 34 (Del.

1993)
– Inquiry: whether control of the corporation will remain in a large, fluid,
changeable and changing market
– In other words, will the combined company have a controlling stockholder and
relegate the target stockholders to a minority status, thus making the transaction
under review the last chance for stockholders to receive a control premium for
their shares
– See also Arnold v. Society for Sav. Bancorp, Inc., 650 A.2d 1270 (Del. 1994)
(applying the business judgment rule instead of Revlon to a stock-for-stock
merger where, among other things, “plaintiff’s opportunity to receive a control
premium is not foreclosed”)
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Revlon Test (Application)
 Evaluates whether the directors obtained the best price reasonably

available
– Directors’ role changes “from defenders of the corporate bastion to
auctioneers charged with getting the best price for the stockholders”
– “No single blueprint” for fulfilling Revlon duties
– Reasonableness, not perfection, is required
 Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews & Forbes Holdings, Inc. (Del. 1986)

– “[W]hen bidders make relatively similar offers, or dissolution of the
company becomes inevitable, the directors cannot fulfill their enhanced
Unocal duties by playing favorites with the contending factions.” (emphasis
added)
– “Market forces must be allowed to operate freely to bring the target’s
shareholders the best price available for their equity. Thus, as the trial
court ruled, the shareholders’ interests necessitated that the board remain
free to negotiate in the fulfillment of that duty.” (emphasis added)
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Entire Fairness Test
 Triggered where directors were beholden or interested or where they

acted with gross negligence
 Evaluates:

– Whether the board conducted a “fair process” (how the challenged
transaction was timed, initiated, negotiated, and structured, as well as how
approvals were obtained)
– Whether the board obtained a “fair price” (whether the challenged
transaction was economically fair)
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Blasius Test
 Triggered where directors’ primary purpose was to interfere with or

impede the exercise of the shareholder franchise
 Evaluates:

– Whether the board has a “compelling justification” for its action
 Blasius Indus. v. Atlas Corp. (Del. Ch. 1988)
 MM Companies, Inc. v. Liquid Audio (Del. 2003)

– “Maintaining a proper balance in the allocation of power between the
stockholders' right to elect directors and the board of directors' right to
manage the corporation is dependent upon the stockholders' un-impeded
right to vote effectively in an election of directors.”
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Liquidated Damages Test
 Triggered by express language indicating that termination fee

“constitutes liquidated damages and not a penalty”

 Evaluates:

– Whether the expected damages are uncertain; and
– Whether the amount agreed upon is reasonable
 Brazen v. Bell Atlantic Corporation (Del. 1997)

– “Given the volatility and uncertainty in the telecommunications industry due
to enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the fast pace of
technological change, one is led ineluctably to the conclusion that advance
calculation of actual damages in this case approaches near impossibility.”
– “Thus, to fail the second prong of [the test], the amount at issue must be
unconscionable or not rationally related to any measure of damages a
party might conceivably sustain.”
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Pre-Signing Deal
Protections
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Deal Protection Begins Prior to Signing
 Opportunity for acquirer and target to protect deal, from process and

substantive perspective, begins prior to signing
 Target seeks to structure and control pre-signing process

– Broad publicly announced pre-signing process may support more robust
post-signing deal protection
– Limited confidential pre-signing process may help preserve business and
minimize management distraction

– Standstill provisions improve target’s ability to control process, prevent
misuse of confidential information and extract higher bids
 Acquirer seeks strategic advantage and certainty

– “First mover” advantage is significant
– Desire “level playing field”, if required to participate in formal process
– Willing to trade value for exclusivity and certainty
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Pre-Signing Exclusivity
 Although less common in public M&A context, acquirer places

significant value on pre-signing exclusivity
– Minimize expense and avoid uncertainty of auction process

– Better access to management and in-depth due diligence
– More balanced negotiation process
– Opportunity to secure “first mover” advantage, as well as break-up fee and
other deal protection, against competing bidders
 Target often recognizes benefits of pre-signing exclusivity

– Maintain confidentiality and reduce risk of leaks
– Ability to focus time and attention on one party
– Opportunity to trade value and other key deal terms for exclusivity
 Target must balance perceived benefits of exclusivity with mandate to

“test the market” and obtain best price reasonably available
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Considerations for Board Decision to Grant Exclusivity
 Target’s board should consider multiple factors in deciding to grant

exclusivity
– Identity and fit of acquirer relative to other potential bidders
– Private equity vs. strategic bidders
– Certainty of financing, regulatory approval, etc.

– Attractiveness of acquirer’s proposal relative to other alternatives, as well
as ability to hold acquirer’s proposal together through broader process
– Benefits of exclusive process relative to broad auction or limited presigning market check
– Terms and conditions of proposed exclusivity
– Duration
– Impact on available alternatives
– Existence of fiduciary out provision

– Viability of post-signing market-check and, if applicable, key terms of deal
protection negotiated with acquirer
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Considerations for Board Decision to Grant Exclusivity
(cont’d)
 Reasonable exclusivity provisions should be enforceable in Delaware

(Global Asset Capital, LLC v. Rubicon US Reit, Inc.)
– No general fiduciary out exception
– Specific performance and/or damages available for breach
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Standstills Generally
 In exchange for access to confidential information, acquirer typically

requested to agree to “standstill” that prohibits acquirer, for specified
period of time, from:
– Launching unsolicited offer
– Purchasing securities of target
– Soliciting proxies or otherwise seeking to influence or control the target’s
management or board
– Making public statements regarding proposed transactions
– Making proposals to target, unless specifically requested by target
– Requesting waiver of standstill from target
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Standstills Generally (cont’d)
 Acquirer often seeks to negotiate exceptions to standstill, including:

– Carve-out for “walled off” affiliates (i.e., portfolio companies, trading desks)
– Carve-out for de minimis market purchases (i.e., less than 3-5% position)
– Ability to have private discussions and make confidential proposals
– Ability to submit “topping bid” pursuant to fiduciary out provision in
definitive agreement with competing bidder

– Standstill “sunsets” if target enters definitive agreement or third party
commences hostile tender offer
 Standstills are standard in public M&A transactions, but must be

carefully considered in context of broader sale process and duty to
maximize value
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Standstills Used by Target to Retain Control of Sales Process
 Delaware courts have recognized the “powerful interest” of a board in

using a standstill to retain control of sale process, although board
must comply with its fiduciary duties when enforcing standstill
 Standstills generally permissible when used to preserve and maximize

shareholder value, including:
– Protecting confidential information from misuse by acquirer

– Conducting orderly sales process with multiple bidders
– Providing tool to extract highest value in sales process
– Bidder required to submit best proposal in sales process, as opposed to getting
“second bite at the apple” post-signing
– Instrument in post-signing deal protection, benefiting acquirer

– Preserving ability to discontinue process and pursue long-term business
strategy
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Standstills Used by Target to Retain Control of Sales Process
(cont’d)
 Standstills are suspect if used to entrench management or favor one

bidder over another for reasons not consistent with maximizing
shareholder value
– See In re Topps (holding that Topps board used standstill to
inappropriately prefer management-friendly bid to the detriment of bid by
company rival Upper Deck)
 Board considering use of standstill should document:

– Review and discussion of purposes and effect of standstill, including
determination that use of standstill is intended to maximize shareholder
value
– Independent financial and legal advice supporting use of standstill
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Standstills Viewed by Acquirer as Component of Deal
Protection
 Standstills often continue after target enters into definitive agreement

for sale transaction, preventing competing proposals by third parties
subject to standstill
 Seeking to use standstill as deal protection, acquirer may require

covenants that:
– Target will not waive standstill without acquirer’s prior written consent
– Target will enforce standstill against third parties
– Third party must enter into standstill on terms no less favorable to target as
condition of access to due diligence under fiduciary out provisions
– See In re Transatlantic Holdings, Inc. (suggesting that requirement in fiduciary
out provision for third party to enter into standstill as condition of access to due
diligence likely enforceable, subject to judicial oversight of board’s use of such
standstill to maximize value)
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Standstills Viewed by Acquirer as Component of Deal
Protection (cont’d)
 In response to acquirer’s demands, target board should consider:

– Number and identity of parties to existing standstills, including extent to
which parties substantively engaged in initial sale process

– Terms of standstill provision and impact on viability of post-signing market
check (e.g., whether parties permitted to submit private proposals or
otherwise request waivers)
– See Celera (V.C. Parsons) (noting that “don’t-ask-don’t waive” standstills, when
coupled with no solicitation provision in fiduciary out, may create information
vacuum for board and conceivably could constitute a breach of fiduciary duty)
– See In re Rehabcare Group, Inc. (V.C. Laster) (noting that it is “weird” that
provisions that prohibit requests for waiver persist in standstills, in light of court’s
view that enforceability is uncertain under Topps)

– Existence of “fiduciary out” provision to allow target to waive standstill if
board determines that failure to do so would be inconsistent with fiduciary
duties to shareholders
– “Sunset” provisions deprive acquirer of ability to use standstill in deal
protection … but also can be viewed to impact value by providing
opportunity for “second bite at the apple”
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Standstills Viewed by Acquirer as Component of Deal
Protection (cont’d)
 Acquirer may make direct claim against third party for breach of

standstill provision under tort-based theories
– See. e.g., Ventas (finding HCP liable for approx. $100 mm on claim by
Ventas of “tortious interference with prospective advantage”, representing
cost to Ventas of increased purchase price required to obtain shareholder
approval following HCP proposal announced in breach of standstill)
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Post-Signing Deal
Protections
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Post-Signing Deal Protections
 Post Signing Deal Protection Measures (Termination Fees, No-Shops,

Matching Rights, Etc.)
– Potentially increases likelihood and size of initial bid
– Potentially involves favorable trade-offs (e.g., higher termination fee for
increased purchase price, longer go-shop or broader fiduciary out)
– Potentially results in agreement on reciprocal protection
– Potentially deters contested bidding by minimal increments
– Provides increased certainty to buyer (no stalking horse)
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Compellent – Overview
 In re Compellent Tech., Inc. S’holders Litig., C.A. No. 6084-VCL,

mem. op. (Del. Ch. Dec. 9, 2011)
– Acquisition of Compellent (“Target”) by Dell (“Buyer”)
– Announced on Dec. 12, 2010
– $27.75/share ($960M equity value)

– Transaction was challenged by stockholder-plaintiffs

– Parties settled the litigation through amendments to the deal protection
terms in the merger agreement and certain supplemental disclosures
– VC Laster’s decision was limited to awarding attorneys’ fees to plaintiffs
– Court expressly stated it was not ruling on the merits of the deal protections
– Court awarded $2.3M for revisions to deal protections
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Compellent – Deal Protections
 Deal protections contained in the initial Compellent merger

agreement:
– No-Shop Covenant
– Superior Offer Out
– Information Rights
– Prior Notice/Matching Rights
– Limits on Board’s Ability to Change its Recommendation
– Termination Fees/Expense Reimbursements
– Covenant to Adopt a Rights Plan
– Buyer was exempted
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Compellent – Deal Protections

 Court frequently characterized the original merger agreement as

containing an “aggressive combination of defensive measures”

“[T]he settlement shifted the agreement’s protective
array from the aggressive end of the spectrum
towards the middle.”
“[T]he Original Merger Agreement combined
aggressive variants of each familiar [deal protection]
provision with additional pro-buyer twists.”
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Compellent – Superior Offer Out
 Standard no-shop covenant allowed Target to respond to unsolicited

offers (a “Superior Offer Out”)

 The “Superior Offer Out” permitted the Target to respond to a third-

party proposal only if, among other things:
– Board determined that the third-party proposal “constitutes or is
reasonably likely to result in, a Superior Offer” (the “superior offer trigger”);
– Target provided Buyer 2 business days prior notice before furnishing
information or holding discussions;
– The third party entered into a standstill agreement without “sunset” or “fallaway” provisions; and

– Board determined that the failure to take such action “would constitute a
breach of fiduciary duty” (the “fiduciary duty trigger”).
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Compellent – Amended Superior Offer Out
 Pursuant to the settlement, the “superior offer trigger” was amended

as follows:
The board must determine that “such Acquisition Proposal constitutes or
is reasonably likely to result in, or could (after review by such Person
of confidential information and after negotiations between such
Person and the Company) reasonably be expected to lead to, a
Superior Offer”
 Question: Was this a mere clarification or a substantive change?
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Compellent – Amended Superior Offer Out
 Court focused on the buyer-friendly nature of the “fiduciary duty

trigger”

– Compellent formulation is a “but for” standard: if the board did not respond
to the topping bid, it “would constitute a breach” of the directors’ fiduciary
duties
– Similar formulations include “taking such action would be necessary to
avoid/required to comply with” board’s fiduciary duties

 Negotiating alternatives include:

– “the failure to take such action would reasonably be expected to breach
the Board’s fiduciary duties”
– “taking such action is reasonably necessary to avoid breaching the Board’s
duties”
– “taking such action is consistent with the Board’s fiduciary duties” (targetfriendly)
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Compellent – Amended Superior Offer Out: Notice
 The settlement also deleted the requirement that the Target give prior

notice to Buyer before holding discussions or furnishing information
with a topping bidder:
(iv) at least two business days prior to furnishing any such non-public
information to, or entering into discussions or negotiations with, such
Person, the Company (A) gives Parent written notice of the identity of
such Person and of the Company’s intention to furnish non-public
information to, or enter into discussions or negotiations with, such
Person….
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Compellent – Amended Superior Offer Out: Notice (cont’d)

 Court stated that the original notice requirement:

“literally required the Board to knowingly
breach its fiduciary duties, albeit for a limited
period of time, by first requiring the Board to
determine that failing to act constitutes a breach
of its fiduciary obligations and then forbidding
the Board to act until subsequent contractual
conditions were met.” (emphasis added)
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Compellent – Amended Superior Offer Out: Notice (cont’d)

 How can a target board avoid being put in this position?

– This structure was “hybrid”: superior offer trigger + fiduciary duty trigger =
ability to have discussions/provide non-public information.
 Potential drafting workaround:

– The “out” could have been limited to the superior offer trigger – i.e., does
the Acquisition Proposal constitute, or could it reasonably be expected to
result in/lead to, a Superior Proposal?
– The fiduciary duty trigger could have been limited to the Target’s final
decision to terminate the merger agreement and/or change its
recommendation.
– This prevents a situation in which board determines that failure to take
action would constitute a breach, and then failing to act because of a
required notice period.
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Compellent – Amendment to Strict Liability
 Strict Liability for Deal Protections

– Original merger agreement limited the Superior Offer Out on the absence
of breach by the company or its representatives of the no-shop covenants
– Agreement specifically stated that Target would be liable for any breach by its
directors, officers, employees, representatives, etc.

– Same limitation applied to a change in the board’s recommendation and
ability to waive standstills
– In addition, Buyer had a termination right giving rise to payment of a
termination fee to Buyer if Target breached or engaged in “any action
inconsistent with” the no-shop covenants
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Compellent – Amendment to Strict Liability (cont’d)
 Per the settlement, this provision was revised as follows:

The Company acknowledges and agrees that: (i) any action inconsistent with any
provision set forth in this Section 4.3 or Section 5.2 that is taken by any officer,
director or financial advisor of or to any of the Acquired Corporations,
whether or not such officer, director or financial advisor is purporting to act
on behalf of any of the Acquired Corporations, shall be deemed to constitute
a breach of such provision by the Company; and (ii) any action inconsistent
in any material respect with any provision set forth in Section 4.3 or
Section 5.2 that is taken by any other Representative of any of the Acquired
Corporations, whether or not such Representative is purporting to act on behalf
of any of the Acquired Corporations, shall be deemed to constitute a breach of
such provision by the Company.
 The termination fee trigger was also revised to require a breach “in

any material respect” of the no-shop covenant
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Compellent – Strict Liability (cont’d)
 Additional ways to negotiate strict liability concept?
 No-shop covenant:

– Buyer-friendly: “Target shall cause its representatives not to solicit…”

– Alternative: “Target shall, and shall use its [best] [commercially
reasonably] efforts to cause its representatives not to…”
 Liability:

– Avoid innocent/immaterial breaches
– Breach must be “knowing/intentional/willful” and/or “material” in order to
preclude board from negotiating with third party or terminating to accept
proposal

– Require causation
– Breach must relate to the superior proposal at hand (“fruit of the poisonous tree”
exclusion)
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Compellent – Change in Recommendation
 Change in Recommendation

– Merger agreement required prior notice before board could change its
recommendation
– Purpose: Gives Buyer opportunity to assess compliance with contract and, if
desired, to renegotiate terms of transaction

 Compellent court raised several questions:

– Can a merger agreement contractually prevent a board from promptly
updating its recommendation to stockholders?

– Can a merger agreement contractually prohibit the target from postponing
or temporarily adjourning the stockholders meeting, even though board
needs to change its recommendation?
– Can a merger agreement require that the recommendation be unanimous,
even if DGCL/charter/bylaws only require majority board approval?
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Compellent – Change in Recommendation
 Similar restrictions applied to a change of recommendation if based on

reasons other than receipt of a topping bid:
“any change in circumstances [arising after the date of this Agreement]
affecting the Acquired Corporations that does not relate to any
Acquisition Proposal and that leads the Company’s board of directors to
consider making a Recommendation Change (any such change in
circumstances unrelated to an Acquisition Proposal being referred to as a
‘Change in Circumstances’)”
 Concept sometimes referred to as an “Intervening Event”
 Note that a change of the board’s recommendation based on “Change

in Circumstances” triggered a higher termination fee (5% of equity
value)
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Compellent – Rights Plan Covenant
 “Novel” and “bidder-friendly” provision required Target to adopt rights

plan with 15% trigger
– Had to be adopted within 3 days after signing and exempt Buyer
– Could not amend/waive with respect to any topping bidder unless:
– board determined failure to waive “would constitute a breach” of its fiduciary
duties; and
– Target provided 4 business days prior notice to Buyer

– Covenant was deleted pursuant to settlement
 Cf. In re Orchid Cellmark Inc. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. May 12, 2011)

– “Redeeming the pill for a [topping bidder]… would cost the Company no
more than it would cost to accept a Superior Offer…. Further, a
sophisticated and serious bidder would understand that the Board would
likely eventually be required by Delaware law to pull the pill in response to
a Superior Offer. Thus, the deterrent effect of these provisions is minimal.”
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Compellent – Other Aspects of Settlement
 Also pursuant to the Compellent settlement:

– Requirement that topping bidders enter into standstill agreements was
deleted
– Buyer and Target agreed to add certain “materiality” qualifiers surrounding
Buyer’s information rights:
– Target to provide prior notice before furnishing any “material” non-public
information
– Target to provide Buyer with summaries of “material” oral communications with
topping bidder

– Deleted termination right/fee for board’s failure to reaffirm its
recommendation after so requested by Buyer
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Litigation Issues
Relating to Deal Protections
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Deal Protection Litigation Basics
 Three types of suits (alone or in combination)

– Deal protection enforcement litigation
– Stockholder suits
– Jilted/topping bidder suits
 Two phases

– Pre-closing injunction proceedings or expedited trial
– Post-closing damages litigation
 The importance of the motion to expedite
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Deal Protection Litigation Procedure
 Pros of expedited proceedings:

– Can solve multi-forum problem
– Can set up pre-closing settlement

– Can result in pre-closing therapeutic remedy
– Can confer negotiating leverage to target
 Cons of expedited proceedings:

– Introduces deal consummation risk for targets and buyers
– Immediate discovery, distraction and expense
– No pre-closing motion to dismiss practice

– 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(7) has no application at the injunction phase
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Two Examples of Deal Protection Litigation
 NACCO Industries, Inc. v. Applica Inc. (Del. Ch. Dec. 22, 2009 )

– Plaintiff alleged (among other things) breaches of non-solicitation and
information rights provisions of merger agreement
– Plaintiff lost motion for preliminary injunction and lost bidding war

– Plaintiff pursued a damages award against Company and topping bidder
 In re Topps Co. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Jun. 14, 2007)

– Plaintiff alleged disclosure violations and misuse of standstill by target
directors
– Plaintiff pursued and obtained preliminary injunctive relief against
transaction with competing bidder
– Plaintiff ultimately dropped bid for target
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Deal Protection Litigation As A Buyer Problem
 Risk of injunction
 Risk of judicial “blue pencil”
 Risk of aiding and abetting liability
 Risk of mega damages award owed to jilted topping bidder or target

stockholders
 Risk of liability for corporate benefit or common fund fee awards
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Deal Protection Litigation As A Buyer Problem (cont’d)
 Buyer advancement obligations
 Buyer indemnification obligations

– Target certificate of incorporation
– Target bylaws
– Target indemnification agreements
– Merger agreement
 Target D&O insurance
 Liability shifting due to 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(7)
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil
 In re Del Monte Foods Co. S’holders Litig. (Del. Ch. Feb. 14, 2011)

– Enjoined stockholder vote on $5.3 billion transaction for twenty days
– Enjoined enforcement of no-shop clause for twenty days

– Enjoined match right provision for twenty days
– Enjoined enforcement of termination fee provision for twenty days
 Key Quotes:

– “If KKR attempts to terminate the Merger Agreement, then Del Monte has
remedies. Under certain circumstances, KKR will owe Del Monte a reverse
termination fee of $249 million. See id. § 8.4(c).”
– “Del Monte can also seek specific performance of KKR’s obligations. See
id. § 9.10.”
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 In re Toy “R” Us, Inc. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Jun. 24, 2005)

– “I need not and do not reach their argument that this court should either
strike down those [deal protection] provisions altogether or blue-pencil
them back to reasonable limits, all before a trial has even been held. To
grant that sort of mandatory relief would, in my view, be inappropriate on
disputed facts, and plaintiffs who seek such relief should move promptly,
not for a preliminary injunction hearing, but for an expedited trial.”
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 In re El Paso Corp. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. 2012)

– “[T]he plaintiffs want an odd mixture of mandatory injunctive relief whereby
I affirmatively permit El Paso to shop itself in parts or in whole during the
period between now and June 30, 2012, in contravention of the no-shop
provision of the Merger Agreement, and allow El Paso to terminate the
Merger Agreement on grounds not permitted by the Merger Agreement
and without paying the termination fee set forth in the Merger Agreement,
but then to lift the injunction and then force Kinder Morgan to consummate
the Merger “if no superior transactions emerge.”
– “That is not a traditional negative injunction that can be done without an
evidentiary hearing or undisputed facts. Furthermore, that sort of
injunction would pose serious inequity to Kinder Morgan, which did not
agree to be bound by such a bargain. We all wish we could have it all
ways. But that is not real life, nor is it equitable.”
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 Del Monte Severability Provision
– § 9.4: If any term or other provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or incapable
of being enforced by any rule of law or public policy, all other conditions and
provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so
long as the economic or legal substance of the transactions contemplated hereby is
not affected in any manner adverse to any party.
– Upon such determination that any term or other provision is invalid, illegal or
incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to
modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as closely as
possible in an acceptable manner to the end that the transactions contemplated
hereby are fulfilled to the fullest extent possible.
– Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties intend that the remedies and limitations
thereon contained in Section 8.5(d) [the exclusive remedy provision] be construed
as an integral provision of this Agreement and that such remedies and limitations
shall not be severable in any manner that increases a party’s liability or obligations
hereunder or under the Financing Commitments or the Guarantees
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 Del Monte Termination Provision
– § 8.2: This Agreement may be terminated and the Merger may be abandoned at
any time prior to the Effective Time by action of the board of directors of either
Parent or the Company if … (c) any Order permanently restraining, enjoining or
otherwise prohibiting consummation of the Merger shall become final and
non−appealable (whether before or after the adoption of this Agreement by the
stockholders of the Company referred to in Section 7.1(a))
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 El Paso Severability Provision
– SECTION 8.10. Severability. If any term or other provision of this Agreement is
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, illegal or incapable of
being enforced by any rule of law or public policy, all other terms, provisions and
conditions of this Agreement shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect.
– Upon such determination that any term or other provision is invalid, illegal or
incapable of being enforced, the parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to
modify this Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as closely as
possible to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law in an acceptable manner to
the end that the transactions contemplated hereby are fulfilled to the extent
possible.
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The Risk Of The Judicial Blue Pencil (cont’d)
 El Paso Termination Provision
– This Agreement may be terminated and the Transactions abandoned at any time
prior to the Second Effective Time: … (b) … (ii) if any Restraint having the effect set
forth in Section 6.1(c) shall be in effect and shall have become final and
nonappealable; provided, however, that the right to terminate this Agreement under
this Section 7.1(b)(ii) shall not be available to a party if such Restraint was due to
the failure of such party to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement.
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Corporate Benefit and Common Fund Fee Awards
 In re Compellent Technologies, Inc. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Dec. 9,

2011)
– “When a stockholder has pursued causes of action relating to the internal
affairs of a Delaware corporation and generated benefits for a class of
stockholders or the corporation, Delaware law calls for the stockholder to
be compensated based on the factors identified in Sugarland Industries,
Inc. v. Thomas, 420 A.2d 142 (Del.1980).”
– “The plaintiffs achieved a significant benefit by loosening the aggressive
deal protections in the Original Merger Agreement”
– “Loosening a no-shop clause, weakening information rights or matching
rights, and ameliorating restrictions on a board changing its
recommendation should, all else equal, increase the chance of a topping
bid.”
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Corporate Benefit and Common Fund Fee Awards (cont’d)
 In re Compellent Technologies, Inc. S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Dec. 9,

2011) (Continued)
– “The resulting benefits can be estimated as a function of the incremental amount
that stockholders would receive if a higher bid emerged times the probability of the
higher bid.”
– “The plaintiffs obtained a reduction in the termination fee from $37 million to $31
million. Using an increased likelihood of a topping bid of 8% and a 25% benefit
allocation to counsel, the baseline fee award for this aspect of the settlement is
$120,000.”

– “The plaintiffs created a more significant benefit in the form of an increased
possibility for a topping bid with a transaction value north of $960 million. Using an
increased likelihood of a topping bid of 8%, an average incremental value for a
topping bid of 11.37%, and a 25% benefit allocation to counsel, the baseline fee
award for this benefit is approximately $2,183,040. Together, the baseline fee award
for these two elements of the settlement is approximately $2,303,040, which I round
to $2.3 million.”
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Corporate Benefit and Common Fund Fee Awards (cont’d)
 In re J. Crew S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Dec. 14, 2011)

– “I'm not a scientific guy who goes about these things scientifically. I'm still
not buying into the mathematical models of the probabilities of topping bids
and all this kind of stuff.”
 In re Alberto-Culver Co S’holder Litig. (Del. Ch. Feb. 21, 2011)

– “And there's so many factors behind these things that that's why I don't
tend to use the algebraic approach like putting my fee awards into some
sort of formula. I could do it. And it will look like math. But more like math
when experts testify in appraisal cases than anything you would actually
use if you were concerned about your grandmother's finances where you
want to be careful.”
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Conclusion
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Tom Bayliss

Bradley Faris
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(302) 778-1033
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The views and opinions expressed in these materials and the accompanying discussion are of the applicable
individual presenters only and not necessarily those of the other presenters or any of their firms, partners or
clients. Nothing in these materials or the accompanying discussion constitutes legal advice or shall be
deemed to create any attorney-client relationship. These slides may constitute attorney advertising materials.
Whether you need legal services and which lawyer you select are important decisions that should not be
based solely upon these materials.
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